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Ratch et Screwd river and Bit Set
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A LACK of case was this set's only drawback, but the 42 driver
ere secured in six holders that were marked ctearly with a type symbol
size for each, and a[[ six would be easy to store in a toolbox.
,,,

--eie v/ere seven bits per holder and they covered our four desired driver

:,::s.

rtus security versions. As a bonus, two sets of metric and imperial

s::..e:s \vere atso included. The ratchetwas a bit coarse, butthe driverwas
a n

d could be used with the 200mm flexi extension, lt was a winner at its

(although it was on offer for f7.50
:lme of the test), but it was close.
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Ratch et Screwdriver Bit & Socket Set 4 27 677
**'t)k

lT couldn't compete with the huge range of bits in the
Halfords' set (left), but at half price, the Silverline stilt had plenty to offer.
The bit choice was good, but oddty, no hex bits were supplied,
which lost it a few points. A[[ locations were clearly marked in the case,
although this was rather low rent, with various bits of plastic flashing
visible. There were 1 1 two-inch bits as well as the conventional one-inch
attachments, with a long magnetic holder and seven metric sockets.
The driver worked welt, despite the old-schooI
design with the ratchet on the shank.

Dnper

Clarke

BS42 2pcRatchet Screwdriver and Bit Set
4ce: fi,3.74 ConladtO23 8049 4333, vwwv.drapertools.com Ratin$ ***

Price:

R

-r E Draper set came in a well laid-out case with a good selection of
r :s - our top four plus Torx - but initatingly, without any markings.
As well as 20 standard quarter-inch drive bits, it also came with 20 3mm
: rive bits for precision use with the smaller of the two drivers supptied. Both
Crivers featured grippy handles and smooth tops that could be unscrewed to
:rovide mobile storage. We thought the larger one should have been a tad
ionger and the smaller option coutd have used a finer ratchet mechanism.
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CHT650 71 piece Bit & DriverSet
f13.19

Contact: 0115 9565555,wwry'l.machinemart co.uk Rating:

***

didn't have a ratchet option; instead it had standard and stubby
driver handtes, with the bits secured by a ball bearing. ln addition, there was
a longT-bar driver, and the added tength gave better reach and improved
twisting power. lts adaptor could have been secured better, though.
The bit selection was impressive but lacked any Pozi options. lt was the only
one on test to have a selection of conventional 9O-degree hex keys alongside
simitar Torx head versions. The case was solid, but no positions were marked'
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Kamasa
56063Socket
and BitSet

AlldriveBit
and SocketSet
f27.99

Price: f29.80

Pricez

Contact 01926 815000,

Contact 01926 815000,

w.laseftools.co.uk

www-kamasa.co.uk
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driverwas short enough to

WE atways knew what went where

be stubby but had an odd lever-like

as the foam padding and lid insert

handte. Using it was strange, and

were ctearly marked for the bits and
sockets. The Laser's iointed, non-ratchet
driverwas good in principle, but tended
to fold when applying pressure.
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although there might be times
it would work wett, we'd have
preferred a conventional design.
The sma[[ ratchet was beautifully smooth
in operation, but being clipped to the outside
of the case made it vulnerable to damage. Along with the magnetic extension,
were seven metric sockets. Just 18 slotted, Pozi, Torx, crosshead and hex bits
were included, and although the holders were marked, nothing else was.

Conversely, the 72-tooth stubby
ratchet was a neat idea and really handy.
A total of iust 16 bits felt a bit miserly, although these included our four most
important types. However, we realty tiked the nine clever Alldrive sockets
which worked equa[[y well on metric, AF, Whitworth, spline and star fixings.

MUTTI BIT SCREWDRIUER SETS
A diverse set of drivers will help with any garage iob

L9 I 412017
Every week, we extensively test all the latest car kit from tyres to trim cleaners.
Log on to www.autoexpress.co.uk to look through our huge online test archive.
l7:

Dave Pollard

ill

Wnfn you consider the many types and sizes offastener that are used on cars nowadays,

buying a complete screwdriver set to cover all bases is a financial non-starter. The answer is to buy
a single driver or ratchet with a range of interchangeable bits. These can also be used in cordless
drills, which is especially useful when you have lots of screws to fit or remove.
Some sets also include a selection of quarter-inch drive sockets which increase versatility, as
many hatf-inch drives are too large for smaller tasks. Here we test eight sets to find our favourite.

How we tested them
the number and variety of bits and sockets, with slotted, crosshead (Phitips and
Pozidriv) and hex bits the most important. Star (Ton) fasteners are ever more common on cars, so
it's good to have some to hand. A case is useful to keep everything together and having it clearly
marked is a definite plus. A ratchet driver is easier to use, particutarly where the mechanism is
smooth. The final factorwas price from online sources at the time of writing.

WE assessed

SmteyAKT 97 5 Prem i er Black
RatchetDriver&lmpact
GradeTorsion BitSet

Kreator26PKChrome
Vanadium Screwdriver
Ratchet DriverSet

Price: f35.38

Pticez

Contact 01.284

7 57

vvww.sealey.co.uk

Rating:

***

its name, everything including the
metal case was black - simply because
it's the colour to cope with impact work.
The wetl labe[[ed black-chromed bits felt
high quatity, and were colour coded on one
end, fitting into a superbly crafted quick-release,
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the Kreator's large
driver with its combination of
smooth and grippy handle, removable
storage top and a head which was
adiustabte to one of three angles.
lt shared the case with a conventional
ratchet, 50mm extension and a selection of 10
chrome metric sockets. But the bits were a
letdown, with just six crosshead and six slotted; no Pozi, hex or
Torx were included. Plus, neither the bits nor the socket positions
were marked, and the bits sat rather too far into the driver collar.

WE tiked

LIKE

spring-loaded chuck. They could be used with the
small, smooth ratchet on its own or with the extension
and ratchet together. We tiked the 30-bit selection which
covered a[[ the essentials, plus security and Torx. lt's
stightly speciatist, but you're unlikely to ever break anything.
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